
 

 
Introduction to Tax Loss Harvesting (TLH) 

 
TLH is a trading strategy that sells a security that is currently holding an unrealized short or long-term 
loss and replacing it with an investment that is similar in terms of market exposure. This is done to 
capture a realized short or long-term loss which can be used to minimize current year taxes on 
capital gains and/or regular income.  
 
This strategy comes with limitations and should be implemented with proper tracking procedures in 
place. One consideration is the wash-sale rule. This rule states that an investor cannot claim a loss on 
a security if within 30 days before or after the sale, they purchase the same security or a substantially 
similar security. TLH strategies must be monitored to ensure they don’t trade back to the primary 
holding within that 30 day window. 
 
Implementing with XYIS 
 
Before you begin implementing TLH with your clients, we encourage advisors to take the following 
actions: 

1. Review our informational webinar and these guidelines 
2. Check with your compliance consultant to ensure you have this service properly described in 

your ADV 
3. Review your clients’ tax planning needs with a CPA or EA. 

 
TLH is a feature that XYIS advisors can opt-in to at the account level for each of their clients. Advisors 
can opt-in at any time using the Model Assignment & Trade Authorization form or the bulk model 
assignment  form.  
 
TLH will be regularly scheduled for the 15th of each month. If the 15th falls on a weekend or holiday, 
TLH will take place on the Friday or business day before. XYIS may conduct additional tax loss 
harvesting sweeps in between regularly scheduled sessions at its discretion and based on market 
movement. Advisors must opt-in by the 5th of each month to be included in that month’s TLH 
schedule. Orders submitted after the 5th will be completed on a best-efforts basis. Advisors can also 
stop TLH at any time and will at a minimum, be prompted to review annually for continuation. 
 
Security substitutions are determined by the XYIS investment committee and applied universally 
across all accounts that opt-in. A full list of substitute securities can be found in the model portfolio 
spreadsheet . 
 
Opportunities for TLH are determined at the lot level rather than the position level. For example, if a 
total position doesn’t meet the criteria for harvesting but a specific lot does, then that lot would be 
harvested. If evaluated from a position level, this opportunity would be missed. To be harvested, the 
loss in a lot must exceed 10% of the lot level amount and be a minimum of $1000 across all lots 
being harvested for a position.  

https://support.xyinvestmentsolutions.com/hc/en-us/articles/360052741991-Tax-Loss-Harvesting-Webinar
https://support.xyinvestmentsolutions.com/hc/en-us/articles/360024602972-Model-Assignment-Trade-Authorization
https://support.xyinvestmentsolutions.com/hc/en-us/articles/360028662471-Bulk-Model-Assignment
https://support.xyinvestmentsolutions.com/hc/en-us/articles/360028662471-Bulk-Model-Assignment
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/102qARTiZabsvt413d2wV26Q1JhTGMrxUGIWjU94IR60/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/102qARTiZabsvt413d2wV26Q1JhTGMrxUGIWjU94IR60/edit


 
 
How TLH trades take place: 

1. TLH substitute securities will be considered equivalents in the model portfolios. This means 
that the primary security in the model will be a priority buy and the equivalent will be a 
priority sell as market conditions and conditions for satisfying wash sale rules apply. 

2. The substitute security will be purchased during initial trade (taking place on the 15th of the 
month if during a normally scheduled TLH session) if the criteria for being a TLH opportunity 
are met. 

3. The substitute security will remain in the account indefinitely but will be depleted over time 
during normal rebalancing (takes place weekly on Mondays) if the position is overweight, has 
either a loss or long-term gain, and does not violate the wash-sale rule. 

a. If a substitute meets the original criteria as a harvesting opportunity during a 
subsequent session, it will be replaced with the primary security. 

b. If the primary or substitute cannot be purchased after a sell due to wash sale rules, the 
trade will be removed rather than sent to cash. 

c. If the substitute has a short-term gain but the client wants it traded back to the primary 
security, the advisor will need to notify the XYIS support team to complete this trade. 

4. Accounts opted-in to TLH are recommended to be reviewed annually by the advisor to 
determine if this trading strategy is still appropriate given the client’s overall financial goals. 
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